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Problem Context 
The construction industry is a key national economic component. It tends to be at the 
forefront of cyclic changes in the Australian economy. It has a significant impact, both 
directly and indirectly, on the efficiency and productivity of other industries. Moreover it 
affects everyone to a greater or lesser extent; through its products whether they are 
manifested in the physical infrastructure that supports the operation of the economy or 
through the built environment that directly impacts on the quality of life experienced by 
individuals. 
 
In financial terms the industry makes one of the largest contributions to the Australian 
economy, accounting for 4.7 per cent of GDP 1 which was worth over $30B in 20012. 
 
The construction industry is comprised of a myriad of small firms, across several 
important sectors including,  
 
o Residential building,  
o Commercial building,  
o Building services,  
o Engineering,  
o Infrastructure 
o Facilities Management 
o Property Development 
 
Each sector is typified by firms that have distinctive characteristics such as the number 
of employees, size and value of contracts, number of jobs, and so forth. It tends to be 
the case that firms operating in commercial building are larger than those involved in 
residential construction. The largest contractors are found in engineering and 
infrastructure, as well as in the commercial building sub-sectors. However all sectors are 
characterised by their reliance upon sub-contractors to carry out on-site operations. 
Professionals from the various design consultant groups operate across all of these 
sectors. 
 
This description masks one of the most significant underlying causes of inefficiency in 
the construction industry, namely its fragmentation. The Construction Industry chapter of 
the 2004 Australian Year Book3, published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
unmasks the industry’s fragmented structure, typified by the large number of operating 
businesses within it, the vast majority of which are small companies employing less than 
5 people. It identifies over 190,000 firms, of which over 90 percent employ less than 5 
people. At the other end of the spectrum, firms employing 20 or more people account for 
fractionally more than one percent of businesses in the industry.  
 
 
                                                 
1 Source: ABS (Australian System of National Accounts, 2000–01, Cat. no. 5204.0) 
2 Source: ABS (Building Activity, Sept Quarter 2001: Australia, Cat. no. 8752.0 table 1A time 
series data) 
3 Source: ABS (Cat. Non. 1301.0 – 2004) 
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A Possible Solution 
Since the mid-nineties, researchers in the construction industry heralded the potential 
that the use of information technology (IT) offered to improve the efficiency of 
traditionally paper-based activities, a potential that has since been increasingly realised 
across the sector.  
 
Automation of existing work practices has brought a range of generic benefits including: 
 
- Productivity gains 
- Increased business turnover 
- Shorter cycle time 
- Systems to manage larger and more complex projects 
- Improved accuracy and consistency of documentation. 
 
Across the industry there is now a general perception that the use of IT brings with it an 
expectation of faster cycle and response times. 
 
However, the automation of manual business activities was felt to be only the beginning. 
By the end of the nineties technology had progressed and the scope of technology-
driven innovation had widened to encompass broader issues that included the business 
processes to which IT was being applied. Leading edge innovators were reinventing 
their organisations, creating and integrating Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT)-based business processes that added value for their clients. Thus the focus was 
now on doing different activities rather than on doing existing activities faster. It became 
apparent that the logical extension to this was to align the business processes of the 
individual firm with those of their trading partners. Examples of this could be found in 
other industries (such as the use of electronic document interchange along chains of 
suppliers in the automotive industry) and within construction (strategic alliancing, 
involving the meshing of common business processes, including shared project 
databases).  
 
Yet despite such promise the reality has generally proved disappointing, with limited 
integration across the industry. Many arguments have been put forward as to why this is 
the case. Some have centred on the individual firm whilst, increasingly, most have 
hinted at solutions that prompt/require the re-engineering of business practices between 
Supply Chain (SC) participants, including issues associated with: 
 
- Generating trust 
- Taking a long-term, strategic view of ICT investment 
- Working towards standards across the industry 
- Creating stability/predictability in workload 
 
Nevertheless, for whatever reason that uptake and integration rates of ICT might be low, 
a great many firms across the construction industry are concerned that their continued 
failure to adopt and re-engineer may prove costly or even fatal to their future 
competitiveness. This suite of Best Practice Guides has been produced to inform 
decision-makers within firms from across the industry as to those factors that, in the 
experience of other practitioners, are of critical importance in order to maximise the 
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likelihood of successful adoption and integration of ICT into a firm. 
 
 
Background to the Best Practice Guides 
These guides are the end result of a two-year project funded by the Co-operative 
Research Centre for Construction Innovation, entitled “Critical Success Factors For ICT-
Mediated Supply Chains”. The project has sought to identify, verify and test those issues 
that are, to a greater or lesser extent, responsible for influencing the success or 
otherwise of ICT investments made by individual firms, for use in conjunction with 
trading partners. It has harnessed the expertise provided by: 
 
• Previous research 
• A panel of international experts 
• A national postal survey of experienced practitioners from across the industry 
• Detailed case studies of projects using ICT 
 
These Guides therefore have a number of objectives: 
 
1. To identify the perceived effects and benefits experienced by firms that have 
employed ICT 
2. To identify the level of ICT usage 
3. To describe the operational environment within which ICT is typically deployed, 
and describe what form that ICT takes 
4. To describe the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) identified by industry peers 
5. To examine their implementation through case study exemplars 
6. To identify the barriers to ICT adoption experienced by industry peers 
7. To provide a self-assessment tool 
 
In the context of this project CSFs have been defined as 
 
 “Those things that absolutely, positively must be attended to in order to maximise 
the likelihood of a successful outcome for the stakeholder, in the stakeholder’s 
terms.” 
 
This definition was developed for a number of reasons: 
 
o Success is a notoriously difficult concept to define and yet it is the goal of all 
businesses. If a business is questioned about factors that contribute to their 
success it is assumed that they will have a clear understanding of what they 
expect from their ICT. 
o A set of generic CSFs cannot be developed from single cases or a small survey. 
Instead, they must emerge from a large and appropriate dataset, distilled to 
produce the essence of collective experience. 
o Since the expectation is that closer alignment of business processes should result 
from wider use of ICT across the construction and property sector, it is 
reasonable to expect more efficient and effective implementation to arise out of 
an understanding of what competitors and supply chain partners are doing. 
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Ultimately, the reader will make business decisions about ICT investments and Business 
Process Re-engineering (BPR) on the basis of, 
 
o Prior experience,  
o Persuasion by diverse evidence, and  
o Alignment with strategic business goals 
o Potential to increase profitability 
 
It therefore follows that these Guides should adopt a persuasive, advisory stance, rather 
than suggest a panacea. 
 
Accordingly, there are four companion Best Practice Guides to this volume, each 
reflecting an industry sector: 
 
• Client sector 
• Head Contractor sector 
• Consultants sector 
• Sub-contractors sector. 
 
Each of these guides is primarily based upon the findings of the national survey, 
augmented by evidence from both the Delphi survey of experts and the case studies of 
specific project supply chains. Specific instances of Best Practice that were discovered 
during the case studies are included in table form later in this volume. These are 
conveniently arranged in accordance with the Critical Success Factors described in the 
Best Practice Guides. 
 
 
Understanding the Best Practice Guides 
Each sector-specific guide is arranged in a similar fashion. It begins with a brief overview 
of the guide, followed by sections including: 
 
o Perceived benefits of ICT use across the sector 
o Types and levels of ICT used across the sector 
o Self-assessment tool 
o CSFs for medium- and high-level ICT users, including 
o Best Practice Profiles 
o Action Statements 
o Barriers to ICT use for low-level users 
o Action Statements 
 
There are a number of graphs and diagrams throughout each guide that enable you to 
see where you and your firm are positioned relative to the rest of your sector. These are 
followed by two self-assessment questionnaires, which you should fill out, following the 
instructions provided. One probes your attitude to a range of ICT issues and the other 
assesses your firm’s ICT readiness. Once completed, the results should be transferred 
into the spreadsheets on the accompanying CD.  
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Once your data is in the spreadsheets you will be able to automatically see where both 
you and your firm stand in comparison to the rest of the industry. Furthermore, you will 
be able to see in which areas your firm exhibits strengths and weaknesses, enabling you 
to concentrate your efforts on those factors that have been identified as having a high 
impact. 
 
 
Using the Best Practice Guides 
 
The home screen on the Best Practice Guide spreadsheet looks similar to this: 
 
 
 
It provides you with access to each of the four active screens that enable you to either 
input your data or view your results. By clicking on one of them you will be automatically 
taken to that spreadsheet. 
 
Click on these links to 
navigate within the 
spreadsheets  
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The first of these looks very similar to the page in your Best Practice Guide where you 
wrote down your responses to the personal attitude questions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please enter your responses into the column headed “Your Rating”. Note how this act 
automatically triggers a calculation comparing your response to the average response of 
your sector peers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The extent to which respondents considered each factor to be critical to a firm’s success 
has been calculated statistically. Its impact is signified by the colour given to it (green = 
Click on this link to 
return to the home 
screen  
Your response...  
...relative to those of 
your peers 
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high impact, yellow = medium impact, straw = low impact) but it is important to 
understand that these factors have all been identified as being critical to the successful 
implementation of ICT into a construction business. The “Deviation from Industry” 
descriptor is simply a reflection of the statistical difference between your response and 
those of your peers (see key for technical description). 
 
The following diagram shows the final results from this table. Please note that although 
“Your Average ICT Engagement Readiness Indicator” is described as typical, this 
particular respondent has scored particularly lowly in regards to factor 15. This might be 
explained in a number of ways and is not intended to diagnose personal attitudinal 
ailments, rather to flag up possible attitudinal impediments to maximising success. 
 
 
 
 
 
Key 
Responses to 
individual factors  
Overall comparison 
with sector norms  
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A feature of this CD is that the act of entering data into a spreadsheet will produce 
results on linked graphs. If you click on the “Go to contents” link, then click on the 
“Critical Success Factors- Personal v's Industry Attitude Graphs” link, you will see 
exactly how your attitudinal characteristics compare with those of your peers, on a factor 
by factor basis. Each one is charted across the entire sector’s responses, with the sector 
average shown (in grey), together with your response (in orange). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Having reviewed all of your personal attitudinal characteristics you should now return to 
the home screen using the link provided.
Key 
Your response 
 
Attitudinally, this 
places the respondent 
in the top 12% of the 
sector 
Sector average and 
value 
50% agreement is the 
point of ambivalence – 
in this case, at this 
point, approximately 
12% of the 
respondent’s peers 
believe that senior 
management 
commitment is not a 
critical success factor 
in the successful 
implementation of ICT 
High impact factor 
(green) 
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Click on the third link titled “Critical Success Factors (Organisational Readiness) Self 
Assessment”. This takes you to another data input table that looks like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It asks you to now consider the extent to which your firm displays the described 
attributes. In this screen, your firm’s characteristics are not compared numerically to the 
rest of the sector but are plotted on a scatter graph on screen four, titled “Critical 
Success Factors v's Organisational Readiness Graph”. It looks like this: 
 
 
 
 
This graph provides detailed analysis of organisational readiness to engage with ICT as 
part of a project team, and highlights areas in which your firm either excels or falls short. 
Your response 
85
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In this particular case, factors 3 and 4 are indicated to both be of high impact and of 
significant concern. Reference back to the data input spreadsheet shows that the firm in 
question has a low level of agreement with both of the concepts of senior management 
commitment to relationship building with project team partners, and valuing transparency 
and trust with project partners. In this particular case it would appear that the 
commitment of the workforce to the use of ICT, and their support via a strong staff 
development programme, were the most significant competitive advantage that this 
firm’s ICT investments delivered. 
 
 
Practical consequences of applying CSFs to a project 
Clearly, the responses that you provide to the questionnaire will have a significant effect 
upon both your personal attitudinal profile and your firm’s readiness profile. In both 
cases you may choose to act upon the issues highlighted as causes for concern or you 
may, on reflection, regard the results as spurious or not of significance to your particular 
situation. Either way, it is hoped that your engagement with this tool helps you to 
understand those issues that affect the business process/ICT interface of your 
competitors and supply chain partners. The final part of this process is therefore to 
examine the practical consequences of consideration of the CSFs when applied by 
practitioners to real world situations. 
 
A major part of this research has been to investigate a number of supply chains as case 
studies of ICT usage within project settings. Three projects were studied in detail. In 
each case the project supply chain was mapped from each stakeholder’s perspective to 
establish the technical and managerial links across the project. Key ICT practitioners 
were identified within each stakeholder organisation and were interviewed in order to 
determine their levels and modes of ICT usage. The nature of pre-existing relationships 
between supply chain partners, and the role that ICT played in their formation and 
maintenance was also explored. The projects ranged in value and complexity from a 
$10m extension to an educational establishment, an award-winning overseas art gallery 
up to a landmark nine-figure city centre office development. 
 
In each case, examples of best practice were identified and categorised, according to 
the CSF framework outlined by this research. The following tables contain the results of 
this exercise and illustrate the possibilities offered by ICT and practical illustrations of 
how different practitioners have maximised their return on ICT investment. 
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 The commitment of an 
organisation’s employees is 
vital to the successful adoption 
and use of ICT. 
An organisation’s 
continuous and conspicuous 
investment in staff 
development and training is 
vital to its successful 
adoption and use of ICT. 
Successful ICT 
implementation requires the 
commitment of a firm’s 
senior management. 
Transparency and trust 
among project team 
participants is vital for the 
successful adoption of ICT 
across a project team 
Organisational 
Commitment 
Example: A the state office of 
a major quantity surveyor held 
a series of meetings with all of 
its staff to discuss their 
experiences with various 
software systems prior to 
making a major commitment to 
one that would become their 
platform for the following five 
years. A small working party 
was formed, relevant 
organisational knowledge 
captured and a decision taken 
thereafter. During the decision-
making process regular 
emailed bulletins were 
distributed, stakeholder 
briefings carried out and a 
program of staff development 
planned. The delivery was 
outsourced. However the 
management quickly noticed 
that certain staff quickly 
became “experts” to whom 
others would turn in times of 
difficulty, and chose to 
recognise this by 
acknowledging their position 
publicly in a position title. 
Example: A head contractor 
took the decision to adopt a 
web-based project 
documentation system for all 
of its projects. Recognising 
the change in work practices 
that this would entail it 
initiated an ongoing 
programme of staff 
development and support 
that was targeted at the 
needs of specific user 
groups. The programme 
used a detailed analysis of 
current work practices as 
compared to those required 
under the new system, 
identified a list of potential 
conflicts between them, and 
skills/knowledge shortfalls, 
and designed  appropriate 
training programmes to 
address them. Expertise 
was sourced both from 
within the company and 
from the application vendor. 
Example: A specialist 
engineering consultant with 
a staff of 25 holds regular 
fortnightly team meetings 
that discuss all matters of 
both operational and 
strategic significance. 
Everyone in the firm from 
the switchboard staff to the 
managing director is invited 
and their contribution 
valued, since the impact of 
any change is felt at all 
levels within the business. 
The implications of all 
strategic decisions taken by 
the board are discussed, 
issues identified and 
addressed, and resourcing 
allocated to support 
implementation. 
Example: A design engineer 
was reported by a public 
sector client as having 
provided far more 
documentation that was 
strictly necessary or even 
paid for when asked for 
concept designs for an 
innovative building element. 
Their rationale was that by 
being open and 
collaborative with their 
intellectual property at an 
early stage in the 
procurement process, they 
paved the way for the client 
to press for their adoption by 
the head contractor, without 
the need for the client to 
nominate them. It worked! 
Furthermore, the client 
confirmed that this open and 
generous attitude was 
carried forward through the 
construction phase and was 
instrumental in delivering a 
workable and award-winning 
building for the client.  
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 The security of information is vital 
in an ICT-enabled project 
environment 
A “champion” should support all 
new technology that is to be used 
across a project team within a 
firm 
Support and 
Assurance 
Example: A public sector client 
that requires all contractors to 
submit on-line tender bids, based 
on electronic documentation, has 
to ensure the security and 
confidentiality of all systems. The 
reassurance of bidders has been 
achieved by the use of a clearly 
detailed process, supported by 
128-bit security encryption. 
Example 1. The introduction of an 
intranet upon which all of an 
engineering consultant’s 
documentation was to reside only 
highlighted pre-existing problems 
with document and version 
control, and incompatibility with 
their stated QA protocols. The 
establishment of a small working 
party and the power to headhunt 
suitable expertise from outside 
enabled the intranet’s “champion” 
to resolve many of the issues in a 
timely fashion whilst harnessing 
the input from the rest of the firm 
in the quest for workable 
solutions. 
 
Example 2. The autonomous 
development of ICT practice in 
regional offices of a QS firm led to 
problems of incompatibility when 
exchanging data between offices. 
The appointment of a high level 
“champion” was required to 
overcome the resistance to 
change and the consolidation of 
practice across the group. 
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 The identification of the ownership of 
the intellectual property generated 
during a project is a significant issue 
affecting the adoption of ICT across a 
project team 
Project team members must 
acknowledge the sensitivity and 
confidentiality of other participants’ 
information 
Project teams require a powerful ICT 
“champion” to support the 
technologically weaker organisations in 
order to ensure that communication 
processes continue to function as 
planned 
Rights and Duties 
Example 1: The recognition that 
information generated during the 
design and construction phases of the 
building lifecycle, combined with the 
prospect of object models being used 
to generate this information coming 
closer to becoming reality has caused 
a firm of architects to reassess their 
business models and contemplate their 
role as ‘information brokers’ throughout 
the lifecycle of the building. The extent 
to which the twin issues of 
conventional information generation 
and archiving, and object modeling can 
be separated is yet to be determined. 
Example 2: A public sector client has 
initiated discussions with supply chain 
partners to obtain access not only to 
construction-related documents but 
also to IP relating to the business 
model used by service providers during 
the operational phase of a project. 
However, the points of contention 
include both the principle of sharing 
commercially valuable information and 
the level of remuneration that is 
appropriate for such disclosure. 
Example: There are numerous ways to 
tackle this issue, some of them 
attitudinal, others technological. 
Several cases have been studied that 
embodied different techniques, 
including contractual clauses, mission 
statements, secure websites, and 
encrypted access to intranets. 
Opinions varied as to the effectiveness 
of the various approaches and to some 
extent reflected the prejudices of the 
participants questioned. However in no 
instance was a breach of confidentiality 
recorded. Common features of all of 
the mechanisms reviewed included: 
• Technical: clear protocols for 
access to data repositories, 
with password protection and 
highest levels of encryption to 
protect sensitive information 
from unauthorised access, both 
from outside and from within 
the project team.  
• Attitudinal: willingness to 
provide written assurances of 
the level of access, limits to 
distribution and use of 
intellectual property generated 
by third parties. 
Example 1. A group of consultants 
including architect, cost, structural and 
services engineers come together to 
form a multi-disciplinary team 
specialising in the construction of 
healthcare facilities. They standardise 
ICT programs and data transfer 
protocols, making subsequent projects 
much easier.  
 
Example 2. A façade engineering firm 
forms strategic relationships with a 
limited number of suppliers, known for 
their quality, reliability and 
competitiveness. The firm then 
‘embeds’ members of its own staff 
within the suppliers to set up 
communications protocols. This 
ensures that documentation is 
seamlessly transferred along the 
supply chain and Q.A. standards can 
be maintained.   
 
In both cases the efficiency and 
effectiveness of part of the supply 
chain relating to the consultant’s field 
of expertise is achieved. 
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 When using ICT for project 
communications an organisation 
needs to be prepared to engage in 
long-term collaborative relationships, 
such as partnering 
Organisational 
Attitude 
Example: ICT-mediated supply chain 
partnerships require the re-alignment 
of business processes so that they 
might be performed seamlessly 
across all organisational boundaries. 
A particular engineering supply chain 
has successfully re-aligned document 
generation and version control to 
enable the concurrent satisfaction 
participants’ QA procedures whilst 
allowing it to compete with others for 
projects on the international stage. 
Elements of relationship contracting, 
involving trust and commitment, under 
the guidance of a supply chain 
‘champion’ have been necessary to 
make this arrangement work. It should 
be noted that there is a pool of about 
eight suppliers, from which four would 
be required for a given project. 
Competition within that pool is fierce, 
but the ‘champion’ has taken the 
decision that, for them, ‘best value’ is 
obtained by this method rather than 
by going to the open market. 
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 Organisations commit to ICT as a 
project-based, tactical decision 
Investment Drive 
Example 1. An architectural practice 
obtains formwork design software in 
order to ensure that their 3D CAD 
model is compatible with the 
engineering consultant’s practice. 
Concurrently, the engineer posts a 3D 
CAD model of the reinforcement on the 
architect’s extranet, enabling all 
relevant participants password 
protected access to it. 
 
Example 2. Several subcontractors and 
consultants reported that they had been 
placed in the position that they would 
have to engage with a particular 
software application in order to be 
eligible to work on a particular contract. 
This was especially so for those firms 
that reported on their international 
experiences (particularly in the UK), 
where the use of on-line project 
communication systems is more 
prevalent. 
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 Organisations try to limit their use of 
multiple online systems promoted by 
different project participants 
A fragmented project team will lead to 
the ineffective performance of ICT-
enabled operations 
Communication 
Structure 
Example. A specialist engineering 
practice has assembled a small cadre 
of suppliers that have a proven 
commitment to delivering ‘value’ on 
numerous occasions. All have agreed 
to the adoption of the engineer’s QA 
procedures, entailing an alignment of 
ICT and communication protocols. 
This step has been undertaken in the 
knowledge that, within the bounds of 
the limited competition provided by 
the list of preferred suppliers, this has 
and will continue to provide a stable 
stream of repeat orders. For the 
engineer, this has made it feasible to 
source components from three 
continents and assemble them in 
projects on the other side of the world 
Example. Strategic relationships 
between a group of consulting 
architects, engineers, and cost 
engineers specialising in healthcare 
facilities have enabled them to 
undertake a series of profitable 
projects. Their reputations secured 
the first job and their aligned business 
processes and ICT systems delivered 
demonstrable quality. Moreover, their 
reputation allowed for their selection 
by the client for a series of similar 
projects, as a team. 
 
